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Research (What is 
it about?) 

Adaptive molecular factor for neural network stress function 

UNN authors Vedunova M.V., Mitroshina E.V., Mishchenko T.A., Shishkina T.V., Shirokova 
O.M., Pimashkin A.S., Kastalskiy I.A., Mukhina I.V., Kazantsev V.B. 

We find (The 
result) 

Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) counteracts hypoxic 
damage to hippocampal neural network function. These proteins have a 
marked neuroprotective and antihypoxic effect under ischemia modeling in 
vivo. 

Abstract During several years the number of ischemic brain injury incidents has been 
dramatically increased. The consequences of cerebral ischemia are directly related 
to memory and neurological status deteriorations as well as to impairment of 
learning capabilities and cognitive functions. A promising approach to improve 
adaptive capabilities of nervous system supposed to the activation of endogenous 
systems promoting the survival of nervous cells under stress factors and 
maintenance their functional activity. The use of neurotrophic factors such as glial 
cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is of special interest. These proteins 
involved in the processes of synapses formation, and have a pronounced effect on 
growth and reconstruction of axons and dendrites of cortical and hippocampal 
neurons. GDNF is produced by nervous cells for maintaining the viability of 
neurons under stress conditions. 
By investigating the effect of GDNF on primary hippocampal cultures during acute 
normobaric hypoxia in vitro we find that these proteins is regarded as a potent 
neuroprotector and a corrector of neural network activity in stress conditions. An 
analysis of spontaneous bioelectrical activity was performed during the post-
hypoxic period. GDNF does not influence spontaneous network activity during 
normoxia but protects from cell death and maintains the network activity during 
hypoxia. GDNF creates unique conditions that supported the viability of cells even 
in cases of cellular mitochondrial damage. 
In vivo studies were carried out on animals. Ischemia modeling was performed by 
bilateral irreversible occlusion of both carotid arteries. A neurological status as well 
as an orientative-exploratory behavior of experimental animals and their learning 
capability in the post-ischemic period were analyzed. GDNF application in bilateral 
occlusion of carotid arteries was found to contribute to the neurological status 
recovery. Moreover, it normalizes oxygen uptake rate of mitochondria in the post-
ischemic period. 
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Electrical regulation of photosynthesis in plants 

UNN authors Sukhov V., Surova L., Sherstneva O., Vodeneev V. 
We find (The 
result) 

The effects of electrical signals on photosynthesis, the mechanisms of the 
effects, and its physiological role in plants were investigated 

Abstract Local irritations of plants induce various photosynthetic responses in intact leaves, 
including fast and long-term inactivation of photosynthesis, and its activation. 
Irritation-induced electrical signals, including action potential, variation potential, 
and system potential, causes the photosynthetic responses in intact leaves. An 
induction of fast inactivation of photosynthesis is associated with Ca2+- and (or) H+-
influxes during electrical signals generation; long-term inactivation of 
photosynthesis might be caused by Ca2+- and (or) H+-influxes, production of 
abscisic and jasmonic acids, and inactivation of phloem H+-sucrose symporters. 
Subsequent development of inactivation of photosynthesis is mainly associated with 
decreased CO2 influx and inactivation of the photosynthetic dark reactions. 
The ultimate effect of electrical signals induced photosynthetic responses in plant 
life is the increased photosynthetic machinery resistance to stressors, including high 
and low temperatures, and enhanced whole-plant resistance to environmental 
factors at least during 1 h after irritation. 
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Functional structural features of neural networks in response to GDNF (1 ng/ml) application on day 
14 of primary hippocampal culture development in vitro. Examples of the activation pattern of 
spontaneous bioelectrical activity in primary hippocampal cultures: (a1) before GDNF application, 
(a2) 20 min after GDNF addition, and (a3) 2 h after GDNF addition. The colour scale corresponds 
to the time of occurrence of the first spike in the network burst and is presented in squares 
according to the electrodes of the multielectrode array. 

Spontaneous bioelectrical activity 
alterations in primary hippocampal 
cultures during the first 7 days after acute 
normobaric hypoxia induction: number 
of small network bursts/10 min. 

EPCs migrate towards a 
gradient of cytokines 
produced by injured tissue 
or hypoxia. 

The recombinant form of GDNF was shown to 
promote the survival and differentiation of 
dopaminergic neurons in culture, and was able to 
prevent apoptosis of motor neurons induced by 
axotomy. The encoded protein is processed to a mature 
secreted form that exists as a homodimer. 
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